
The Summer Denim Guide

Written by Madelyn Steckbeck

Denim, a summer trend that can be difficult to navigate, but if mastered, can produce a fun and unique look. Here are some denim must-haves
to steer you away from denim mishaps.

 

 

Tricky Trends

The denim overall can result in two ways: sexy chic or farm-girl form (which must be avoided at all costs). The Sierra Overall by Paige Denim is
a sexy take on the classic overall. It features a narrow bib and extra-long straps in the back that create a slimming look, a rounded V neckline
that adds a feminine touch and a relaxed yet tailored fit. Pair this denim overall with a loose-fitting tank and high heel booties for a casual and
fun summer look. $299.

http://www.paige.com
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Chic Throw-on

The denim dress is an easy summer look to pull off that will still have your friends daydreaming about how fabulous you are. This washed-denim
dress by Chloe is a simple and unique piece with a round collar and shift silhouette that looks good on anyone.  When paired with stand out
accessories, easily create a refined summer look. Dress this look up or down with a colorful block heel or a brown velvet leather boot. $750.

https://www.chloe.com/us

Edgy and Sophisticated

Liven up your outfit with an eye catching denim accessory. The Natalia purse by Tom Ford mixes denim and edgy hardware to create a summer
night out must-have accessory. Pair this purse with skinny black jeans, heels and a simple top for a casual and sexy look. $2,990.

https://www.tomford.com
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The Denim Heel

By sporting a denim block heel you are killing two “trend” birds with one stone. The Klover Block Heel Ankle Strap Sandal by Ivanka Trump has
every girl mastering denim and also rocking the block heel. The best part about this shoe is the thin, leg-lengthening ankle strap. Pair this shoe
with a sundress or white jeans to add flare to your look. $134.95.

www.nordstrom.com
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